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Answer: B

QUESTION: 43
A business (B1) has its own inventory for items at its internal distribution centers
(DC). The business has also on boarded its manufacturers (M1 and M2) on Sterling
Order Management. M1 and M2 have their own e-commerce portals, and they have
inventory at their own DC. The requirements above have been modeled as follows:
?B1 is enterprise / seller - with inventory organization as B1
?M1 is enterprise / seller - with inventory organization as M1 ?M2 is enterprise /
seller - with inventory organization as M2 ?M1 and M2 are consumable inventory
organizations for B1 Which of the following statements is INCORRECT?

A. M1 can view assigned demands for M1 DC.
B. M1 can view unassigned demands for M1 and B1 enterprise orders.
C. M2 can view unassigned demands for M2 enterprise orders.
D. B1 can view assigned demands for B1 DC, M1 DC, and M2 DC.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 44
A customer places an order for four units of an item, while only three units are
available. The business has a requirement to only allow full quantity reservations (i.e.
disallow partial reservations). Which of the following can MOST efficiently
accomplish the requirement for full quantity only reservations?

A. Customize the solution to fetch the inventory picture before the reserveOrder is
invoked.
B. Set AllocationRuleID on reservation input, where the rule ID has "Line Ship
complete" constraint enabled.
C. Configure "Attempt to reserve the complete quantity of an order line." on Sales
Order -> Fulfillment -> Fulfillment Rules -> Reservations.
D. No actions are required. By default, the out-of-the-box product allows only
full quantity reservations.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 45
It is observed during a performance test that order processing time to schedule an
order has slowed down significantly. The number of orders created and the number of
order lines per order has not changed across the test runs. The database administrator
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noticed blocking locks and high degrees of active connections. How can this issue be
resolved?

A. Increase the number of connections on the connection pool.
B. Increase the number of scheduling agents so that the throughput of the system is
increased.
C. Verify whether there is a high volume of activity for specific items. If so, ensure
that the HOT SKU feature is turned on in order to avoid lockingthe order.
D. Verify whether there is a high volume of activity for specific items. If so, ensure
that the HOT SKU feature is turned on in order to avoid locking the inventory item.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 46
A business needs to integrate with a website in order to provide inventory updates
from Sterling Order Management. The requirements are as follows: Requirement 1 Send a message to website with inventory picture each time it crosses a threshold for
minimum/maximum. Requirement 2 - Send a message to website with complete
inventory picture once a month. Requirement 3 - Resend the last inventory picture
ad-hoc when explicitly requested by website. This setup should be implemented
as an:

A. event-based (RTAM) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1,
using activity sync modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using
quick sync mode
B. event-based (RTAM) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement 1,
using quick sync modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using
activity based mode
C. action-based (Availability) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement
1, using activity based modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using
quick sync mode
D. action-based (Availability) monitor and setup thresholds. Implement:Requirement
1, using quick sync modeRequirement 2, using full sync modeRequirement 3, using
activity based mode

Answer: A

QUESTION: 47
A business wishes to schedule orders against future supply (i.e. purchase orders).
However, if a PO has not been received within 2 days after ETA has passed, the
business wants to assume this PO is not going to arrive and exclude it from availability
calculations. How can this be achieved?
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A. Set "Past Due Supply Days" to 2 in the ATP rule.
B. Set "Backward Consumption Days" to 2 in the ATP rule.
C. Implement getExternalSupply user exit to override supply picture for POs.
D. Implement getSupplyCorrections user exit to exclude supplies where more than 2
days have passed since the ETA of the PO.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 48
Which three of the following are TRUE in a single instance multi-schema
deployment?

A. Additional schemas can be added to an existing enterprise.
B. Ship nodes can be shared across enterprise in separate schemas.
C. Enterprises upgrade independently, due to isolation of Transaction data.
D. Enterprises can inherit rules from another enterprise within different Configuration
schemas. E. Enterprises can inherit rules from another enterprise within this same
Configuration schema.
F. Application server monitoring/maintenance can be performed at an aggregate level
across all schemas.

Answer: C, E, F

QUESTION: 49
A business has a requirement to generate shipping labels. Which out-of-the-box
adapter will fulfill this requirement?

A. DHL Adaptor
B. FedEx Adaptor
C. PierBridge Adaptor
D. ConnectShip Adaptor

Answer: C

QUESTION: 50
In the current IBM Sterling Selling and Fulfillment implementation, there are new
tables defined by the implementation team that contain configuration data, and this
data needs to be migrated across many environments. In order to migrate the data
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using the Configuration Deployment Tool (CDT), a solution designer should add the
new table list in which of the following files?

A. $INSTALL_DIR/resources/ydkresources/ydkprefs.xml
B. $INSTALL_DIR/properties/customer_overrides.properties
C. $INSTALL_DIR/resources/ydkresources/cdt_custom.xml
D. $INSTALL_DIR/resources/ydkresources/cdt_dbdefaults.properties

Answer: C

QUESTION: 51
Which of the following is true when upgrading between two major versions of
Sterling Order Management, for example, from V8.5 to V9.2?

A. Migration must be run between each minor release.
B. Channel applications can be upgraded in a phased approach.
C. V9.2 can be installed in the same directory as the existing V8.5.
D. In a Multi Schema installation, all colonies need to be migrated at once.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 52
In the current Sterling Selling and Fulfillment implementation, some agent servers are
configured with high threading levels expecting a high traffic volume. However, the
traffic volume is lower than anticipated. What will be the effect of this on the agent
servers and the system?

A. Better performance on agent servers as there is low traffic.
B. Valuable system resources are consumed by idle threads.
C. The throughput will be higher as the threading level is high.
D. There will be no effect on the system as there is low traffic.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 53
A Sterling Distributed Order Management application is deployed in New York. The
order number
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"10001" is created in Japan, and the Customer Service Representative (CSR) supports
this order from London. The date and time values are shown to the CSR based on
which of the following two locales?

A. The application locale.
B. The locale of the CSR.
C. The locale defined in the property file.
D. The node's locale for delivery services.
E. The locale in which the order was created.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 54
Refer to the following image for details on ORDER number "Y10001"

A customer wants to return three quantities of an item to a business. The business
requirement is that 50% of the shipping charge should be refunded for any partial
return. How can a solution designer model the refund upfront and monitor the receipt
of goods?

A. Call repriceOrder API for the return order document type.
B. Implement YFSOrderRepricingUE for the return order document type.
C. Call getOrderPrice API and invoke YPMCalculateShippingCharge user exit at
order level.
D. Out of the box configuration is available in Sterling Order Management.

Answer: B
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